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ABSTRACT

In the field of organizational behavior, the term “diffusion” has come to be implicitly paired with the concept of innovation and a peculiar set of conceptual choices. We explore how this came about, and examine the evolution of the concept “diffusion” from its inception in the English language through its use in the natural and social sciences to its current meaning in organizational research. A sensemaking perspective on researchers’ cognition helps us explain the changing meaning of the concept, and alerts researchers to the subtle but far-reaching effects of revisions in a field’s conceptual language. Even though the field of organizational studies ostensibly treats diffusion as a neutral phenomenon, it implicitly narrates diffusion as a mechanical and positive process that should be welcomed and encouraged. The implications of this reframing become even more important with the increasing focus on innovation in recent diffusion studies. The diffusion of new products among consumers and the diffusion of market institutions around the world are things of a rather different nature and consequence, but treating them as implicitly equivalent “innovations” that “diffuse” naturalizes and hence legitimates them. We conclude by noting implications of our findings for exploring the evolution of meaning for other concepts, and their utilization in research on organizations.
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There is little that obviously links an atom of hydrogen, cornfields in Iowa, and the independence celebrations of Sierra Leone in 1961. Yet all of these things can be examined in the context of diffusion – chemists trace the diffusion of one gas through another, the diffusion of new forms of crops has substantively impacted farming practices, and the diffusion of decolonization changed the tracks along which many lives flowed. While these phenomena are radically different from one another, all have been described and empirically studied under the umbrella of the concept of diffusion. This is of interest because the study of diffusion has become a canonical part of the conceptual and methodological toolkit of organizational researchers. Its applications range from organizational change, where research has looked at how new organizational practices diffuse among organizations (Strang & Soule, 1998), to institutional change, where studies have sought to understand how and why novel ideas and concepts gain widespread cognitive legitimacy among actors in a given context over time (Fiss & Hirsch, 2005). The popularity of an associated vocabulary of adoption events, S-shaped diffusion curves, and contagion and influence channels suggests that diffusion studies constitute a recognized research genre, if not a paradigm. But diffusion is not simply an empirical phenomenon worth studying. It is a general conceptual approach that can be used to identify and understand a wide range of phenomena. It is this concept of diffusion that we examine in this paper, and the paradigmatic apparatus and biases that come with it.

We suggest that the concept of diffusion as presently used in organizational and management research is closely associated with a ready-made package of methods, conceptual choices, and valences, and that the coming together of this assembly can be understood as the result of historically situated sensemaking processes. We furthermore suggest that, if this process remains outside of the awareness of the field, future research risks being burdened with normative biases and unintended blind spots.

Pragmatic choices made during the scientific process can have unintended consequences for the meanings of particular concepts (Hirsch & Levin, 1999). Many terms’ meanings in the field of management have so evolved since their first inception. The term “institutional,” initially political in nature, became far more cultural in its meaning (Powell & DiMaggio, 1991). “Culture” originated in anthropology, where it was intended to encompass an entire society. However, in the field of management the term’s purview shifted to engage single organizations (Martin, 1992). Even “organization,” in its original incarnation, was a verb. It gradually became a noun encompassing a discrete unit and continues to evolve, e.g., from an organism-like entity into a purely contractual construction (Williamson, 1996). The term “logic” may be just at the start of a shift in meaning, mutating from “rationality” to “institutionalized ways of thinking” (Lounsbury & Pollack, 2001; March, 1995; Thornton & Ocasio, 1999).

Such shifts in meaning carry the risk that important insights and peculiarities that are embedded in historically evolved concepts are forgotten by later generations of researchers. Of particular interest in this process is the translation across contexts: how features of the context in which a term originated are brought into another context and through path dependency lead to a focus on certain areas at the neglect of others. Reconstructing the resulting patterns and unexpected permutations in our discourse is a goal the field can profitably pursue.

In this article, we examine the development of the meaning of a prominent concept in organization studies, that of “diffusion.” We show how diffusion took on an increasingly narrow and normatively positive meaning in its coupling with the concept of “innovation,” and examine some of the potentially unanticipated consequences (Henisz, Zelner, & Guillen, 2005) arising from this change. We first present a descriptive history of the diffusion concept to contextualize its “plot.” In this section, we provide a comparative analysis of the concept in the various academic fields that it entered over time: the natural sciences of the 19th century, the social sciences of the early 20th century, management research since the 1950s, and macro-organizational research since the 1990s. Our focus is on implicit narrative plots and connotations in these different settings. We next develop a sensemaking perspective to understand three key transition periods in this historical progression when meanings were temporarily fluid. We conclude by critically exploring implications of diffusion’s expansion in scope and alteration of meaning for other concepts that may undergo similar changes.

1. The plot of diffusion

An important way in which concepts are rendered meaningful is through the construction of stories that embed ideas in the context of a narrative plot. A plot is a means through which events are put into a meaningful whole (Czarniawska-Joerges, 1997). It is composed of a set of subjects, objects, actions and events that are arranged within, and interpreted using, a structured narrative and institutional context (Czarniawska-Joerges, 1998; Fiol, 1990; Greimas, 1983). Plots convey tacit knowledge without directly verbalizing it by virtue of putting selective concepts in various suggestive relations to each other. Within the field of organizational behavior there is a well-known repertoire of plots – for example, “a new identity emerges,” “a new technology is found,” or “there is a
change in the workforce” (Czarniawska-Joerges, 1999, p. 75). It is possible for dominant plots associated with a concept to change or develop over time – for example, the concept of “efficiency” was originally embedded in narratives of relative productivity in technical systems, but over time became a normatively positive metaphor central to managerialist and market narratives that legitimate far-reaching changes in employment arrangements, cultures, and governance systems (Erikson & Vallas, 1992; Hinings & Greenwood, 2002; Hirsch & Shanley, 1996; Rousseau, 1995).

In the case of stories which suggest topics for studies of diffusion in organizational research, there are innumerable plots that could be selected, including: diseases diffusing through populations, panics diffusing through crowds, the diffusion of Napster through college students, or the diffusion of cocaine use through a neighborhood. However, these are not the types of plots one sees in contemporary diffusion studies in this field. The once-neutral description of something spreading through a given population has acquired a connotation that positive things of any type naturally do and should diffuse unless otherwise prevented.

The diffusion concept was used initially in the natural sciences, mainly chemistry, to describe the spontaneous process of molecules of one substance permeating a gas or liquid made up of another substance. The term was introduced first to the social sciences in the 1890s, and half a century later to the nascent field of management research. It appeared first, in the mid-1950s, in a series of studies of social influence headed by Paul Lazarsfeld at the Bureau of Applied Social Research (BASR) at Columbia University and was later popularized by Everett Rogers in his classic, Diffusion of Innovations (1962). Both Lazarsfeld and Rogers investigated the spread of new products, opinions, and practices designed by innovators in a population of users. The narrative imprints of the pragmatic interests and conceptual toolkits of these researchers and their studies’ sponsors at such critical junctures shaped how diffusion was envisioned, and continues to be interpreted.

Within the academic field of management, diffusion research retains premises developed for studying chemical processes and the adoption of consumer products: An archetypical diffusion study looks, for example, at a large group of unitary actors that are exposed to ready-made practices, which they then either accept and use or reject. Neither the practices nor the adopting entities undergo further transformations as a consequence. The natural end point is an even penetration of the population unless barriers can be identified; and because of a continued association of diffusion with innovations, the practices involved are also often seen as novel and desirable. These conceptual choices translate well into statistical models for binary outcomes, making event history and network analysis attractive empirical methods that reinforce these conceptual choices.

After documenting the dominant “plots” of diffusion studies in different bodies of research, we develop and apply a sensemaking perspective (Weick, 1995) to understand the narratives that researchers constructed around diffusion as they translated the concept into their field, and the influence of language and social context on their research. Understanding the connotations of the diffusion concept and its historical genesis is not simply of interest to reflective organizational scholars. It also serves as a case study for the implications of meaning structures and potential biases in what gets studied, and for the nature of the historical processes through which research genres emerge. Our approach also provides an alternative to studies of scientific knowledge that attribute the evolution of conceptual approaches to their empirical success (Kuhn, 1962) or the simple transmission of information through researchers’ networks (Collins, 1998; Uzzi & Shapiro, 2005). In contrast to critical discursive approaches that emphasize ideological biases (Derrida, 1980; Fairclough, 1989) sensemaking employs a pragmatist view of meaning and knowledge. It does not deny bias, interests, and political implications in research, but accounts for these as emergent from researchers’ locally situated interests and phenomenologies.

In so tracing the plot of the diffusion concept, our contribution is three-fold. First, we bring to the fore neglected historical imprinting and translation processes in scholarly vocabularies. Second, we further unpack the impact and consequence of language and meaning making in everyday knowledge creation. And third, this study reflects on diffusion research in organization and management studies and more generally identifies directions for critically examining conceptual development within the field of management research.

2. The historical arc of “diffusion” from modern chemistry to contemporary organization theory

The origin of the term “diffusion” lies in the Latin – “diffundere”, to pour out. In English, its first known appearance in writing occurred in 1374, where it had become associated exclusively with vocalization, now meaning, “a copious outpouring of speech”. As a scientific concept it entered the field of chemistry in the early 1800s, where it meant, “The permeation of a gas or liquid between the molecules of another fluid placed in contact with it; the spontaneous molecular mixing or interpenetration of two fluids without chemical combination” (Oxford English Dictionary, 2013). Its meaning in the field of chemistry has not changed, and is still found defined similarly in modern-day textbooks. This image of diffusion processes inspired analogous uses, for example, in the new field of ecology in biology.

2.1. 1870–1950s: “diffusion” in the social sciences

As the concept of “diffusion” became increasingly used as an analogy for phenomena outside chemistry, it took on its more generic present-day meaning – that of “the action of spreading abroad; dispersion through a space or over a surface; wide and general distribution” (Oxford English Dictionary, 2013). It was with this connotation that the diffusion concept entered the social sciences, with its first reported use in the work of anthropologist Tylor (1871) who noted: “How good a working analogy there really is between the diffusion of plants and animals and the
The diffusion of civilization comes well into view when one notices how far the same causes have produced both at once.” In the following decades, anthropologists used extensive fieldwork to gather data on the diffusion of objects from one culture to another. Of similar influence was Gabriel Tarde’s *Lois d’imitation* (Tarde, 1890, translated to English in 1903). Tarde theorized the social psychological basis of the imitation and diffusion of behaviors and beliefs and saw these processes as fundamental to a wide range of sociological questions and phenomena. The diffusion concept thus spurred, in both anthropology and sociology, comprehensive models of basic social processes at the micro level that could be used to explain a variety of collective outcomes.

At the time, the influence of these ideas on economics and the yet-to-become-formalized field of management were minimal. Articles would make references to the “diffusion of taxes over the whole community” (Bastable, 1893), or comment upon, “the wide diffusion among employees of 99% of the stock and dividends,” (Taylor, 1928). In these cases, the meaning of the term “diffusion” was more synonymous with “distribution” – the action of dividing and dealing out or bestowing in portions among a number of recipients (Oxford English Dictionary, 2013). Even when the term was used more akin to contemporary use in the social sciences, as in, “the increased diffusion of statistical knowledge,” (Giffen, 1892), the concept was not formally defined or measured.

The theories of social diffusion developed by 19th century sociologists and anthropologists could, by the very nature of their proposed generality be applied to a wide range of empirical phenomena (e.g., Pemberton, 1936). Of particular consequence were empirical studies in the field of rural sociology. Ryan and Gross (1943) examined the adoption of a new hybrid strain of corn by Iowa farmers from 1928 (when it was first made available) to 1941, by which time almost 100% of farmers used it. By counting and plotting adoption rates over time, they found a normally distributed curve of adoption events, corresponding to an S-shaped cumulative diffusion curve. They also found that farmers’ decisions were strongly influenced by their neighbors, in line with Tarde’s theory in anthropology. Their study – and especially their method, which was inspired by emerging statistical approaches to investigating plant diffusion in agriculture – prompted a wave of research on diffusion, much of it within the field of rural sociology. Many of these studies were funded by agricultural extension services and seed companies that were interested in promoting modern techniques and products as part of the “agricultural revolution” of the time (Korschning, 2001).

### 2.2. 1950–1980s: the marriage of “diffusion” and “innovation” in management research

It was through the tradition of quantitative research in rural sociology that scholars in the newly forming academic field of management learned about diffusion. An important forerunner of this research appeared in 1955, with Katz and Lazarsfeld’s *Personal Influence*, with two other key books appearing shortly thereafter, Rogers’s *Diffusion of Innovations* (1962) and Coleman, Katz, and Menzel’s *Medical Innovation* (1966). It is noteworthy that these works were published at a time when management scholars sought to more firmly establish management as a legitimate academic research field. *Administrative Science Quarterly* was founded in 1956 and the *Journal of the Academy of Management* in 1958.

The first landmark work, *Personal Influence*, was published by Katz and Lazarsfeld (1955). Funded by a magazine publisher, it is now considered a key forerunner of diffusion studies in the field of management (Barton, 2001). *Personal Influence* is divided into two parts, the first a large literature review, the second a massive field study of the spread of opinions in rural Decatur, Illinois in the areas of food and household goods, motion picture selection, fashion changes, and public affairs (Jerabek, 2001). Both *Personal Influence* and *Medical Innovation* originated at the Bureau of Applied Social Research (BASR) at Columbia University. Under the direction of Paul Lazarsfeld, and later Robert Merton, the BASR was one of the first organizations at a major university to draw the majority of its funding from external sources, primarily business and government (Barton, 2001). This model, already common for research by agricultural extension services at Land Grant Universities since the early 20th century, was until then highly unusual within the social sciences. From the beginning of the BASR, from around 1944 through the late sixties, almost all of its studies were funded by businesses (Barton, 2001). When receiving grant money from large companies to perform what later became known as market research, Lazarsfeld succeeded in conducting scientifically important research while also fulfilling the requirements of the grants. He used this money to fund colleagues, doctoral students, and his own research (Clark, 1994, 2001).

The most significant work directly concerned with diffusion, and the first to firmly combine the terms “diffusion” and “innovation”, was the landmark *Diffusion of Innovations* by Rogers (1962). Five editions later, this book is still the standard for illuminating the mechanisms behind the diffusion of innovations. While the first edition’s early chapters are devoted to diffusion in general, it focused primarily on three case studies of innovations associated with modernization: the practice of water boiling in a Peruvian village, a home canning campaign in Georgia, and “the pill that failed.” All three cases concerned the spread of practices that were clearly presented as innovative, progressive and ‘good’; each focused on why new products or practices were (or failed to be) adopted by individuals. The beneficial nature of the innovation was assumed. Unaddressed was whether the innovation’s diffusion would be easy to accomplish and beneficial for each adopter (and by whose standards it was considered beneficial), and why the diffusing practices should be termed innovations. Rogers answered (and closed off) this question, by defining diffusion as “the process by which an innovation spreads,” (Rogers, 1962, p. 13).

Four years later, at the BASR, Katz, Coleman, and Menzel published another important study, *Medical Innovation* (1966). It analyzed the adoption of a new drug among doctors in several Midwestern and New England communities. This work expanded on the methods in *Personal
Influence, while joining them with the term and framing of “innovations” that had been at the heart of Rogers’s book.

The BASR studies of diffusion developed new methodology and new theoretical findings. At the same time, their enormous impact resulted in diffusion becoming closely associated with innovations and a correspondingly more prescriptive framing. What Katz and Lazarsfeld were being funded to do was an early form of market research. By virtue of this focus, their work examined diffusion in the context of things that would be presented as positive and progressive. The substantive and methodological origins of the research also treated respondents as individual agents that make dichotomous yes/no decisions about whether to adopt (i.e., buy, use) the focal object.

These three landmark publications came during the early years of modern organizational and management research, at a time when the boundaries of this field, as well as its research agenda and legitimacy, were still being established (Walsh, Weber, & Margolis, 2003). Diffusion research in the mold of the BASR studies proved an attractive template for research that was applied but also academically respectable. A search of the top management journals shows that prior to the publication of Rogers’s Diffusion of Innovations, there were no articles with the term “diffusion” in the title or abstract. After 1963, a fast growing list employed the diffusion concept, and the vast majority cite Rogers in the context of studying organizational innovation. Rogers was appealing in part because the positivist methodologies he used had already found legitimacy among social researchers, and because of diffusion’s connotations as a methodology that applied to positive and prescriptive practices. These qualities fit the identity project of a nascent discipline concerned with effective management and using the industrial progress-focused discourse of the post-war years. Research about the diffusion of innovations in various fields such as higher education (Clark, 1968) and political science (Walker, 1969) explicitly followed the conceptual definition detailed by Rogers and his colleagues.

The legacy of these early influences is by now enshrined in business schools’ curricula, which routinely evoke diffusion concepts almost exclusively to understand and promote how good things, such as technological innovations or new products, spread among employees or customers. Diffusion and its mechanisms are taught in cases and texts, such as Four Products: Predicting Diffusion (Gourville, 2002), or Business Innovation: The MIT’s Elsingst Bonus Project (Farhoomand & Ho, 2002). The tacit association of “diffusion” with “innovations” and the positive connotation of this term in business settings are arguably unintended consequences of what BASR researchers happened to study, and the dominant influence of these studies during the foundational years of management research.

2.3. 1990s to present: organizational diffusion research at the macro level

The initial research on social diffusion that inspired early management researchers examined diffusion predominantly at the individual level. This micro lens relates both to the object of diffusion (a single product like a new drug), the unit of adoption (predominantly individuals), and to social processes (with a focus on social psychological and decision processes). This emphasis fit well with management researchers’ originally predominant concern with individual, interpersonal and intra-organizational outcomes (Walsh et al., 2003).

The 1980s and 1990s, however saw an increasing interest in inter-organizational processes and organizational environments, corresponding to a shift toward an open-systems model of organizations (Scott, 1995). The growth of research on market and industry dynamics, institutional fields, alliances, and international management led diffusion researchers to increasingly substitute organizations (or even states) for individual actors, and complex sets of practices for simple products or ideas. Examples of studies in this expanding arena include the diffusion of: corporate governance practices (Davis, 1991), human resource management practices (Gooderham, Nordhaug, & Ringdal, 1999), quality management standards (Guler, Guillen, & MacPherson, 2002), shareholder rights (Fiss & Zajac, 2004), and competitive advantage (Greve, 2009) among organizations, and civil service reforms (Tolbert & Zucker, 1983), decolonization (Strang, 1990), NGOs (Boli & Thomas, 1997) and financial market institutions (Polillo & Guillen, 2005; Weber, Davis, & Lounsbury, 2009) among federal and international states. Rogers’s expanded definitions of “diffusion” and “innovation” in subsequent editions of his classic work tellingly illustrate the macro turn.

As Table 1 shows, the first edition of Diffusion of Innovations (Rogers, 1962) defined “innovation” as an “idea perceived as new by the individual” (italics added), and “diffusion” merely as, “the process by which an innovation spreads.” By the third edition of the book, in 1983, the definition of diffusion refers to any member of a social system, and innovations are redefined as something perceived as new by any unit of adoption.

As a result of this shifting level of analysis, and aided by the rapid advance of computing power for quantitative analysis and the availability of digital data at a large scale, diffusion research has also come to emphasize more structural forms of analysis over a direct examination of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Diffusion is the process by which...</th>
<th>An innovation is...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st (1962)</td>
<td>An innovation spreads</td>
<td>An idea perceived as new by the individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd (1971)</td>
<td>Innovations spread to the members of a social system</td>
<td>An idea, practice, or object perceived as new by an individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd (1983) on...</td>
<td>An innovation is communicated through certain channels over time among the members of a social system</td>
<td>An idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new by an individual or other unit of adoption</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the social psychological processes of influence and decision-making that were central to early diffusion research on individuals (see Abrahamson & Rosenkopf, 1997; Davis, Yoo, & Baker, 2003; Strang, 1993, as well as Aral, Muchnik, & Sundararajan, 2009, for a recent example of more formal models). Although much of this research still evokes mechanisms established in earlier diffusion research at more micro levels, such as identity, proximity and homophily effects, it often extrapolates them to organizational actors and the diffusion of complex behaviors. Another recent stream of research uses extremely large data sets to examine consistent patterns of diffusion across networks of varying scales. This research uses these "scale free" networks to identify generic "social laws" that are independent of social mechanisms and locales (Barabási, 2003), suggesting what some have termed "the coming age of computational social science" (Lazer et al., 2009; and related Epstein, 2006).

Several assumptions of earlier research – such as the implicit positive association between diffusion and progressive innovations, and the notion of actors and objects as unitary, remain. Yet if the actors are no longer people, but organizations, governments, and societies, the complexities of internal decision-making in these bodies may go unnoticed. Similarly, when adoption decisions pertain not to a product or simple idea, but a set of practices, skills, and norms, the basic model of diffusion may be an oversimplification (Westphal, Gulati, & Shortell, 1997). Lastly, the positive connotation associated with innovations and innovative practices is often uncritically retained (Abrahamson, 1991), even though complex programs adopted by pluralistic collectives may be inherently ambivalent. Table 2 summarizes the use of "diffusion" in the fields and eras discussed above.

The story of the path of the diffusion concept from chemistry into contemporary management and organizational research is thus one of adaptation to the research interests of different times and places, but also one of the remarkable stability of central aspects of a conceptual and methodological apparatus established in earlier periods.

As an important concept in management and organization theory, the contemporary study of diffusion rests on sediments that include several layers of intellectual history. In this section, we outline the main layers, with the translation of the concept across disciplinary boundaries and distinct social contexts of research. We now turn to a more detailed analysis of the sensemaking processes that occurred during the evolution of the diffusion concept, specifically at critical junctures when initial decisions were made that later became perpetuated. We argue that the actions of researchers at these consequential points in time can be best understood as pragmatic formulations that made sense of their local environments.

3. A sensemaking perspective on historical concept formation

In this section, we develop a historical sedimentation model of concept formation, based on a pragmatist model of knowledge (e.g., Joas, 1993). Hence, while the previous section offered a largely static comparison of the differences between eras and fields, we now attempt a more detailed analysis of the transition points. Our main argument is that the observed changes can be fruitfully seen as the result of sensemaking processes by scholars at the time. The interpretations developed at those critical junctures for pragmatic, and to some extent idiosyncratic, reasons were then carried forward in relatively routine and unreflective fashion once the sources of disruption subsided.

The basic model, as outlined in Fig. 1, consists of alternating periods of relative stability and "unsettled times" (Swidler, 1986). Unsettled periods are times of ferment, when practices and meanings are uncertain, contested, and redefined. In contrast to positivist models of scientific revolutions (e.g., Kuhn, 1962) the instability in unsettled times is not triggered by disconfirming empirical evidence internal to a line of inquiry, but by disruptions in the social and cultural context of a field of scholarship. Disruptions trigger researchers’ collective sensemaking

| Table 2 |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                | Natural sciences/ | Cultural anthropology | Sociology (social psychology) | Communication and management |
| Pioneers       | chemistry         | (social psychology) | (social psychology)           | Macro organizational theory |
| Key            |                  |                    |                               |                              |
| contributors   |                  |                    |                               |                              |
| Units/actors   |                  |                    |                               |                              |
| Systems        |                  |                    |                               |                              |
| Objects of     |                  |                    |                               |                              |
| diffusion      |                  |                    |                               |                              |
| Process        |                  |                    |                               |                              |
| Archetypical   |                  |                    |                               |                              |
| study          |                  |                    |                               |                              |
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processes in an effort to find pragmatic responses to the challenges and opportunities posed by their changing environment. Such pragmatic sensemaking efforts have greater influence on collective understanding during these periods than in periods of stability.

The relative openness of unsettled periods to exploration and conceptual innovation thus can be seen as opportunities for the imprinting of new understandings and concepts in a scholarly community at a time when ideas are in flux, similar to organizational or cultural imprinting (Johnson, 2007; Stinchcombe, 1965). Settled periods prompt less deliberation and active sensemaking, and in the absence of experienced disruptions, the result of routine sensemaking is also likely to affirm, refine, and canonize initial imprints. Subsequent unsettled periods add layers of understanding and practice to concepts. We emphasize that this process is best described as layering rather than as the replacement and rejection of previous understandings. The pragmatic nature of scholarly sensemaking favors the habitual retention of prior understandings – what works is not overtly questioned or contested, but simply updated or supplemented to make it fit with new concerns. This process of knowledge formation results in the formation of concepts as multi-layered sediments of scholarly sensemaking during unsettled times, not dissimilar to the genesis of the modern human sciences depicted by Foucault in The Archaeology of Knowledge (1972).

3.1. Concept formation as sensemaking

Sensemaking “involves the ongoing retrospective development of plausible images that rationalize what people are doing” (Weick, Sutcliffe, & Obstfeld, 2005, p. 409). The process ontology of sensemaking models is indebted to phenomenological and pragmatist social thought, in particular to James (1890), Bergson (1903/1946), Dewey (1925/1958) and Schutz (1932/1967). Sensemaking as a knowledge process is triggered by interruptions to the ongoing flow of experience – the occurrence of something new or otherwise unexpected prompts efforts to restore the ability to act on the world with confidence. Weick (1995) identifies several common conditions that prompt sensemaking behavior such as uncertainty, ambiguity, novelty, and the framing of issues as problems. Any of these occasions for sensemaking makes action and its expected consequences more uncertain. Such disruptions are overcome through a social process of enacting plausible construals of reality, retrospectively evaluating and selecting among these enactments based on their pragmatic utility, and retaining those selected through habituation (e.g., Weick et al., 2005, p. 414).

The substance of sensemaking is what Weick (1995) terms “minimal sensible structures” – frames or schemas that link specific perceptual cues to appropriate practices in a reliable way. Minimal sensible structures are the cultural devices for sensemaking. They encapsulate perceptual filters (i.e., what becomes senseable), cognitive schemas (i.e., what becomes seen as reasonable or sensible), and conventions of practice (i.e., the appropriate responses to environmental cues). Such micro-structures often arise from typifying and theorizing observable exemplars that then become foundational or archetypical anchors of the structures.

Minimal sensible structures can take different forms, including ideologies, labels, and stories. We suggest that in the context of scholarly fields, scientific concepts, such as diffusion, can be analyzed as minimal sensible structures that are primary devices for making sense of the practice and objects of research. A concept like diffusion guides what phenomena can be observed and researched with conventional practices of inquiry, what is seen as legitimate normal theory, and what practices should be applied to analyze the social world. The understanding of a concept is often anchored by prototypical early examples, such as, in the present case, Rogers’s studies of the diffusion of innovation. A concept encapsulates a web of associations and connotations, such as a positive or negative valence, association with scientific identities, and contrasts to alternative concepts (for example, diffusion vs. translation).

Our analysis is concerned with how concepts, the substance of scholarly sensemaking, come about and
change, and what the consequences are of their evolution. Sensemaking research suggests that concept formation is driven by the following common set of processes (Weick, 1995), which differ from alternative processes of concept formation such as ideology driven theorization, political struggle and settlement, or positivistic models of scientific progress:

- **Sensemaking is grounded in identity construction:** A key tenet of the sensemaking perspective is that those involved in the formation of concepts are themselves self-conscious and the process of concept formation is strongly self-referential. Scholars construct concepts not only to explain phenomena in the social world but also to maintain, advance, or restore a consistent and positive self-image. Hence, researchers are more likely to engage in sensemaking when their scholarly identities, or a concept’s definition, are uncertain or threatened (for example in emergent fields). In such settings, they are more likely to see and emphasize ideas and practices that fit their existing identity or that of high status others. For example, management researchers may prefer to frame organizational innovation as central to diffusion and also seek to imitate high status academic disciplines. Following Rogers’s linkage of the terms, and Lazarsfeld’s linkage of diffusion to “good” products, the utilization of the concept became restricted to these usages.

- **Evaluation and selection is driven by pragmatic plausibility:** The success of a scholarly concept, and the phenomena and practices associated with it, is driven less by how accurately it represents a social reality, and more by how plausible it is in light of pre-existing knowledge and normative commitments. This is simply because research at its mundane day-to-day level is a pragmatic activity where the need to “act” – to come to conclusions, to produce studies, and to advance professional projects – makes perfection and radical redirections unlikely. The primacy of problematic and local search in organizational contexts described by Cyert and March (1963) or Joas (1993) also applies to academic researchers. Hence, one would expect that in the formation and transformation of concepts like diffusion, scholars are reluctant to radically break from the past and instead draw on familiar ideas.

- **Sensemaking is retrospective in nature:** Drawing on the phenomenological insight that we can only attend to and reflect on what has already occurred, a sensemaking perspective suggests that concept formation is largely driven by observed examples that come to be seen as archetypes or common types of a phenomenon as well as the scientific apparatus of theory and method to be applied to them. Retrospect simplifies and tightens the relationships between different dimensions of the scientific concept. For example, pairings of phenomena and methods, or theories and methods, become conventions even though their combination in a pioneering contribution may have been driven by convenience or accident rather than by logical necessity.

- **Sensemaking is focused on and by extracted cues:** As in path dependence, seemingly subtle cues, like word choices or empirical contexts, can have unexpectedly large consequences on the concept in question (Hirsch & Gillespie, 2001). This is because language and contextual cues trigger connotations and associations that can easily become incorporated in the broader concept. In this instance, the initial association of diffusion studies with ‘innovations’ rather than ‘changes’ or ‘deviance’ evokes certain images of diffusion processes.

- **Local social contexts situate the sensemaking process:** Sensemaking, and hence concept formation, does not occur in a social vacuum. The process and those engaged in it are embedded in concurrent discourses and in local milieus that cue ideas and provide identities (Weber & Glynn, 2006). For example, early social scientists in 19th century Europe were embedded in debates over the material and social conditions of industrialization, discourses of progress, and the context of the emerging research university, while their counterparts in the middle of the 20th century were surrounded by scientific progress, economic growth and recovery, and increases in support for research. These cultural surroundings were compatible with the shift in sensemaking about diffusion from a neutral descriptive term to its increased association with the adoption of new advancements. These common processes shaped scholarly sensemaking, and hence the concept of diffusion as well as the practice of diffusion research, at three critical junctures: The entry of the concept into the newly forming social sciences in the late 19th century, the rise of management and organizational research in the 1950s and 1960s, and the shift toward applying diffusion to the statistical study of inter-organizational and scale-free processes since the 1990s. Table 3 summarizes key aspects the diffusion concept that emerged at these transition points.

In the following sections, we detail the formative transition points in the evolution of the diffusion concept. Specifically, we examine how sensemaking processes influenced the manner with which the concept of diffusion became associated with particular practices and objects across three critical transitions – the entrance of the diffusion concept into the social sciences from the natural sciences, the transition of the concept from the social sciences into management research, and the growth of the concept in its more recent macro contexts.

3.2. The mechanics of the social: the diffusion concept in the early social sciences (1880–1910)

The emergence of the modern empirical social sciences can be seen as part of a broader shift toward scientific knowledge and rationality in the late 1800s. The turn from humanist and enlightenment-oriented modes of knowledge and toward scientific inquiry is perhaps most visible in the rapid expansion of the university-based sciences and the growing status of scientific evidence as authoritative knowledge (Meyer & Jepperson, 2000; Schofer & Meyer, 2005). It is in this context that early social scientists, such as Gabriel Tarde and Edward Tyler, sought to establish the study of social behavior as a similarly respectable academic pursuit. Since the nature and intellectual
foundations of the new studies of social behavior were very much unsettled and open, the ways in which these early scholars made sense of their subject matter and their professional context had a lasting impact.

By drawing on analogies between chemical and social processes, early theorists imported a mechanical vision of social processes that is based on assumptions of unitary and interchangeable agents and unidirectional conflict-free processes of dissemination and imitation. This is evident, for example, in the writings of Tyler, where the diffusion of culture has an air of inevitable progression toward higher orders of civilization. The sensemaking of early social scientists was profoundly influenced by the social and academic context of the time in two important ways.

First, the concurrent discourse of the scientific and industrial revolution, as well as colonialism, provided perceptual cues to what a scientific study of social life may look like, and also offered an important legitimating standard against which the worth and plausibility of new concepts and theories could be judged. The natural sciences offered archetypes and models of inquiry for the emerging field of social sciences. Just as natural scientists could search for generally applicable laws of nature, social scientists could discover “laws of societies” rather than developing normative or highly contingent accounts of historical events — for example, the positivist tradition within sociology (as championed by Comte and Bridges (1865)), argued that authentic knowledge of the social world can only be gained through continuous scientific quantitative testing. The discourse of scientific rationality further made salient analytic and mechanical modes of analysis, in which aggregate phenomena are understood by breaking them into constituent units, instead of developing holistic or essentialist explanations. The fields of physics and chemistry are prime examples, in which complex substances and processes were found to be derivative of the interaction between elementary units such as particles and molecules.

The legitimation pressure was especially salient for the establishment of social science departments in universities, an important project for establishing paid positions and scholarly communities for sociological and anthropological researchers. One may think of Émile Durkheim’s struggle to establish sociology as an academic discipline in France, or Franz Boas’s efforts to create the first anthropology department and program in the United States at Columbia. But beyond professional pressures, the normative status of the scientific inquiry also made some explanations simply appear more plausible than others. For example, theories and constructs that were amenable to empirical study through observation would have greater practical utility than others that rested on unobservable or spiritual factors, because they were more resonant with the notion of scientific method. A good example is the empiricism that Franz Boas brought to cultural anthropology as an academic discipline despite his broader reservations against physics as a model for social science.

Second, the environment of the late 19th century gave rise to valued scholarly identities that influenced sense-making through the goals and self-images that individual social scientists aspired to. Specifically, scholars of social dynamics increasingly saw themselves as scientists, a new identity that departed from humanistic concerns with values, human virtue, and morality, and prized objectivity, natural laws and evidence. For example, one of the earliest organization theorists, Frederick Taylor (1911), focused explicitly on how the application of scientific principles could be applied to better understand how to maximally improve the productivity of individuals within an organization setting. He “aspired to replace the arbitrary and capricious activities of managers with analytical, scientific procedures” (Scott & Davis, 2007, p. 42). As citizens of the European and North American societies of the late 19th century, scholars were also embedded in the discourse of social and technological progress that rationalized the industrial revolution and colonialism. As scholars in the emergent social sciences made sense of their phenomena of interest, professional field, and own identity, they were more likely to employ ideas and accept assumptions that were compatible with contemporary ideas. Prominent among these was the assumption that social practices are subject to Darwinian notions of evolution, and thus the prevalence of a particular practice can be interpreted as the result of natural selection against inferior alternatives.

Together with the basic metaphorical import of diffusion from chemistry, scholars thus also imported additional assumptions and modes of inquiry from the natural sciences that specified how diffusion should be
studied in societies. These assumptions served the pragmatic identity projects of social scientists and were in line with the scholarly discourse of bona fide scientific disciplines and the political views of the time. The concept of diffusion as applied to social behavior retained aspects that derive from its origin in chemistry and evolutionary theory, but which are not unproblematic in the social world. Diffusion provides a mechanistic account of social behavior based on three conceptual building blocks: Social agents are treated as the elementary units that make up social collectives (and they are hence presumed to be unitary and interchangeable); the object that diffuses is similarly elementary (and hence replicable and immutable in the course of diffusion); and the process of diffusion follows a uni-directional path in which evolutionarily superior objects spread, based on mechanisms such as imitation (Tarde, 1890) or simple exposure to superior objects or practices (Tylor, 1871).

By the time the new social science disciplines had been firmly established in the 1940s and the early imprinting window during their ferment closed, these elements had become generally accepted as simply part of the concept of diffusion, rather than subject to debate or variation. There is substantial evidence of this in the field of rural sociology, where the first large scale studies of diffusion where published. In her study of the diffusion of knowledge in scientific communities, Crane (1972) found empirical evidence that papers published in the first decade within the field of rural sociology (1940–1950) greatly determined what types of research questions would be asked by researchers in the field almost twenty years later when the field was immensely more popular. And while studies of diffusion did not dominate any of the academic disciplines in question, the concept of “diffusion” offered one well-defined idea that could be used in more general theories of societies and an approach to empirical study distinct from alternative epistemologies.

3.3. Progress and innovation: diffusion in management research (1950–1965)

With the concept of diffusion well established in sociology and anthropology, it also became available to a new set of researchers involved in establishing the behavioral study of management and commerce as an academic discipline. This formative effort took place in the 1950s and 1960s, and is evidenced by the creation of research journals in management, marketing, and related areas. Researchers in this burgeoning field were often looking for established research approaches of relevance to management and business issues. Many of the foundational research methods and ideological paradigms within organizational theory, for example, were drawn from the field of engineering. Mechanical engineering, in particular, intricately shaped management research in the early 20th century, as academics in this area sought to apply the same methods on social and organizational issues that engineers had been using to analyze the behavior of materials (Shenhav, 1995).

Neither Lazarsfeld nor Rogers were management researchers. However, their applied research programs proved highly influential for management researchers of the time, providing models of academically rigorous yet practically relevant research about commerce. Despite their superficial differences – Lazarsfeld an Austrian immigrant, Rogers growing up on a farm in Iowa – the two researchers shared important characteristics: a keen interest in social influence and the role of mass communication on individual decision-making (both contributed to the foundations of communication studies as a field), a deep commitment to applied research in the context of economic, social and technological development (working with private research grants, public health and agricultural extension agencies), and a grounding of their contributions in statistically informed empiricism (both were trained in statistics and known as methodologists). Their scholarly identities as well as their approach to the study of diffusion processes strongly resonated with researchers in an applied field concerned with commercial organizations.

As a consequence of the influence of Lazarsfeld and Rogers’s work, many management researchers came to understand the concept of diffusion primarily through their unique perspectives. Instead of seeking to become fully-fledged anthropologists or social theorists, management researchers pragmatically focused on contemporary research with the greatest affinity to their own sensemaking needs. While Lazarsfeld and Rogers’s work retained the basic conception of diffusion prevalent in the social sciences at the time, it also presented a more particular and perhaps narrower lens, one shaped by Lazarsfeld and Rogers’s own professional identities, research interests, and social and intellectual contexts. The version of “diffusion” imported into management research in the 1960s therefore added specific connotations, emphases and practices that were largely shaped by this early imprinting.

An unintended side effect of the BASR model was that it fostered, within social scientists of this time period, a “nonconscious ideology” – a set of beliefs that are implicitly accepted because alternative ideologies are not cognitively available (Bem & Bem, 1970) – regarding diffusion. As a result, the diffusion processes studied were always of objects framed as positive, and with an ultimately prescriptive goal. The funders of the BASR’s studies wanted their products to diffuse, or if they weren’t, to discover the problem so diffusion could resume. While none of these researchers assumed that diffusion was automatically good, and their research did not make that explicit assertion, the choice of studies created a connotation that what diffuses is generally positive and rational – a connotation that connected well with the foundation of diffusion research in the social sciences with studies of progress and evolution. Rogers’s work was similarly focused on how diffusion led to beneficial changes. His work also cemented the association of “diffusion” with “innovations” in the field of management, as well as the methodological approaches conventionally used for studying diffusion. That what diffuses are innovations rather than simply changes or deviant practices is of course an implicit framing that signals a normatively positive valuation of new programs, fads, fashions, and frameworks (Kimberly, 1987).
The pragmatic identity project of early management researchers was to straddle the legitimating demands of university-based academics as well as those of business practitioners as students and funders of business departments. Academic peers were suspicious of management departments’ origin in a “trade school” tradition, while management practitioners and business school funders questioned the value of “ivory tower” research without practical value (Gordon & Howell, 1959). The methodologically rigorous applied research approach of studies of the diffusion of commercial practices and products offered a plausible compromise, compatible with prior commitments to applied studies of commerce. Such choices were also favored by a broader discourse in the postwar years that emphasized industrial progress, rationality and objectivity, methodological individualism, individual choice behavior, and distrust against research critical of the capitalist system. Studying the diffusion of negative practices as a common occurrence in a capitalist society, the diffusion of decline, or top-down planning instead of peer to peer influence simply did not occur to or appeal to many management researchers in the 1960s. The highly contextual and pragmatic choices for studying diffusion by researchers like Lazarsfeld and Rogers followed this approach as well. As the studies associated with the BASR and Rogers became archetypes of diffusion research, these approaches became retrospectively re-constructed as natural components of diffusion research.

The result of these additions to the existing diffusion framework in the social sciences was a concept of diffusion in management studies that retained the earlier emphasis on social mechanics, but also added associations and practices, especially the selective focus on positive innovations, decentralized influence processes, and the use of statistical concepts to account for individual choice behavior. This template of diffusion studies of commercial products and practices among individual agents became part of a durable and influential diffusion concept in management research until the 1980s, contributing to the rise of technology and innovation research as a subfield of management and the creation of a corresponding division at the Academy of Management.

3.4. Loss of scale and context: macro diffusion in the age of data abundance (1990–2010)

During the relatively settled time between 1960 and the 1980s, diffusion research in management grew along with the expansion of the academic field, producing a growing set of applications of especially Rogers’s work as well as a set of methodological and theoretical refinements. However, we suggest that the confluence of two changes has created renewed uncertainties and a transition point that is likely to add yet another layer of meaning to the concept of diffusion as it is used by management researchers. The first change is a shift in the focus of organization theory since the 1980s toward inter-organizational levels of analysis, in the form of, for example, institutional theory, network research, and studies of regional and industry innovation systems. The second change is the increasing availability of computer power and large scale digital data that enables the use of empirical methods well beyond the moderate sized samples of survey and archival data used in classical diffusion work.

While organizational and management research was traditionally anchored on the analysis of intra-organizational processes, beginning in the late 1970s and early 1980s, researchers have increasingly pursued research at inter-organizational and field levels. This shift may have been prompted by an increasing realization that behavior and effectiveness in organizations is often contingent on external environments (Aldrich & Pfeffer, 1976) as well as by a desire to speak to broader social and economic questions traditionally addressed by other disciplines (Stern & Barley, 1996). This shift has gone hand in hand with a re-construction of scholarly identities (e.g., as organizational rather than administrative or management researchers) and a replacement of theoretical and phenomenal points of interest (e.g., from the workings of bureaucracy to population dynamics).

The concept of diffusion still proved useful, but had to be transposed from individual to organizational units of analysis. The approach taken in much of this macro research on diffusion has been to simply apply the existing framework analogously from individual to organizational actors. Instead of the diffusion of objects among groups of people, these recent studies have examined the spread of complex practices such as policies among populations of organizations (Davis, 1991; Fiss & Zajac, 2004; O’Neill, Poudar, & Buchholtz, 1998). The solution of applying models of individual behavior analogously to an organization is widespread and hence a natural solution. An implicit assumption in this move is of course that the decision-making unit and scale does not matter, or at least that organizational units of analysis do not introduce fundamentally new dynamics. The “scale free” notion of diffusion dynamics, and especially of network diffusion, means that studies of the diffusion of policies and institutions across countries yield similar results, and are as explainable with the existing framework, as classic studies of the diffusion of personal choices (Henisz et al., 2005).

The second shift in the past two decades has been a growing abundance of digital data produced by organizations and other members of their social ecosystem, and the ability to process it at a reasonable scale and cost. This has not only allowed the replication of findings from diffusion models across a variety of settings, but also the use of a new set of analytic approaches that range from event history and network analyses in the 1990s to optimization approaches and network simulation models since then. The result is a view of diffusion as “content-less” and “scale free.” The basic model of diffusion and many of the basic parameter standards can be applied to small-scale and large-scale processes and at any level of analysis. The combined effect of these changes is a further de-contextualization of diffusion processes into a very generic social dynamic. In fact, some researchers have already predicted that diffusion (construed in such a way) follows quasi–natural patterns that can be examined across a large array of settings (Barabási, 2003).

In this section we have utilized the historical evolution of diffusion research in the social science and management
fields as evidence for how sensemaking processes impact concept formation (Weick, 1995). We discussed how retrospective sensemaking, pragmatic plausibility, identity construction, the focus on extracted cues, and the role of local institutional context all independently affected how the diffusion concept was formulated and used within the social sciences. Overall, we argue that the evolution of concepts such as diffusion is driven by pragmatics of researchers’ sensemaking within their institutional context. Moreover, at critical junctures throughout the evolution of a concept, the layers of previous conceptual imprints perpetuate the pragmatic choices made by researchers of the time which often result in large-scale implications and unintended consequences for the broader academic field. We now turn to the implications of this process, both for diffusion studies and for the field of management.

4. Implications for diffusion studies: unintended consequences

When we examine research from a sensemaking perspective, we explore how words and concepts evolve and are enacted in an ongoing cycle. Because each succeeding wave of theory builds on what has come before, and no frame or cue is without a particular area of focus and corresponding lack of attention, this sedimentation of intellectual history by its very nature may create normative biases and conceptual blind spots. These are rarely deliberate, and may be inevitable. Rather than rail against them, we suggest that it is better to be aware of these biases and blind spots, openly acknowledge them, and account for them in one’s research. By taking a sensemaking perspective of concepts in the field of management, we can become mindful of the contexts in which our research is growing and evolving, foregrounding historical imprinting processes that had been previously overlooked. We now turn to four specific implications this process of intellectual sedimentation has created for the field of diffusion research: the generally dichotomous measurement of diffusion, the implicit valence of diffusion, the linking of authority to diffusion, and the increasing size of the object being diffused.

4.1. Focus on adoption

First, the paradigm’s origin in market research on the adoption of commercial products or services left it with a binary viewpoint. A single consumer could either purchase or not purchase a product; individual agents either adopted or rejected new practices. This binary quality left the research well-suited to incorporate budding forms of statistical analysis (event history and network analyses in particular), further boosting its analytical power and leaving it well-placed within the literature as a whole. However, this framing and the associated statistical tools did not lend themselves to complex adopters, or varied cases of adoption. When potential adopters are not unified individuals but rather organizations, states, or governments, it is possible for the target to adopt only a proportion of the new product. It is also possible, when the diffusing target is a form of management, an educational program, or a political or economic system, for it to be partially adopted, reinterpreted, or adopted on the surface while being decoupled from tangible implementation (Hirsch & Bermiss, 2009).

A practice or system entrepreneurially altered by adopters may be overlooked or undercut in the research. Conversely, when a practice or system’s diffusion is backed by a powerful or central entity, it can be beneficial for actors who do not wish to adopt to appear as if they had (e.g., Hirsch & Rao, 2003), meaning that for cases in which the target being adopted is complex or difficult to accurately measure, it is likely that many proxy measures of adoption will in fact be inflated. For example, while executives claimed to adopt total quality management (TQM) practices during its meteoric rise of popularity in corporate America during the 1990s, research suggests that their rhetoric of adoption did not always align with the technical reality within the organization (Zbaracki, 1998). Total quality management programs were being purchased by corporations, but they were not fully implemented or utilized for their given purposes (Westphal et al., 1997). Only in retrospect was it realized that TQM’s diffusion was significantly overstated. Furthermore, overlooking how adopters alter or dismantle diffusing practices and systems leaves a potentially rich vein of phenomena – that of the evolution of practices diffused through networks – neglected.

4.2. Focus on authority

The second aspect of diffusion studies influenced by its historical progression through the sciences is that it shares some of the same blind spots with other marketing research, which tends to view diffusers as agentic and adopters as passive (McMaster & Wastell, 2005). This association with agency, progress, power, and positivity influence what is studied, how it is studied, and what is considered a “success story”. Diffusers are often those considered central or powerful in the context being studied – concurrently, the diffusion of a practice or object may not be generally studied until it is adopted by an individual or entity with high status, thus bestowing upon it the imprimatur of validity. This increases the likelihood that people would not think of something as diffusing or diffusible until it is backed by an entity contextually in power. The process through which some developments are labeled innovations and others not impacts their likelihood of being chosen as a potential referent in a diffusion study: objects not selected may be just as important as those which are adopted (Abrahamson, 1991). Objects or projects may be disproportionately selected if organizationally sponsored. For example, the style of dress of inner city youth is often said to be a source of inspiration for fashion designers; yet this source is seldom noted as the originator when the “new style” diffuses (Bourdieu, 1989). Rather, when credit is attributed, it goes to the marketing firm (e.g., Levi Strauss), retailer (e.g., Gap), or designer (e.g., Calvin Klein). Furthermore, when powerful social actors disapprove of a new idea, it may lose its connection with the discourse of innovation, and rather be assigned a pejorative name, such as “folk remedy,”
“ideology,” or “unproven gadget.” There may ensue a struggle over labeling the idea or object, delaying its diffusion or potential studies of its adoption when it spreads (Faulkner, 2003; Kennedy, 2005).

An interesting additional example is the observation by Rogers (1995) on diffusion research about farm products. While he found and reviewed studies of the diffusion of new hybrid corn, he noted an absence of research on the diffusion of non-organizationally sponsored organic farm products. Roger’s awareness of this imbalance is furthermore illustrated by several of his most recent example cases (1995), which deal with the diffusion of “illegitimate” objects – such as organic farming, the internet, and rap music – all of which could be construed as innovations that were considered deviant. Such unplumbed areas of research are ripe for discovery, and comparisons of how successful but “illegimate” innovations diffuse as opposed to comparable innovations with more “respectable” organizational sponsorship would provide a valuable contribution to the literature. It is likely that illegitimate innovations are diffused in a very different manner than legitimate innovations backed by the dominant system. The spread of the iPod, for example, was facilitated both by public advertising campaigns and the widespread social proof of the device’s appeal provided by the millions of individuals who wore it visibly in public. However, peer to peer downloading software that allowed individuals to acquire music files for free, while also facilitating the acquisition and enjoyment of music, could not be broadly advertised, nor publicly enjoyed by its users. Furthermore, given the antagonistic framing created by the lawsuits of music industry firms, which increased alienation and resentment among many consumers, it is possible that a reversal of one of the usual patterns in diffusion occurred; whereas generally an endorsement by powerful and central actors increases the spread of an innovation, it is possible here that rates of adoption increased as the powerful and central actors’ antipathy for the innovation increased.

Furthermore, the very nature of what can be studied – i.e., successfully diffused objects – leaves the research with a bias for what “sticks”. This focuses work on targets considered successfully diffused, which, paired with the implicit idea of innovations that often accompanies it, leaves the research entangled with implications of successful progress, rather than, say, colonialist attempts to reproduce producer/consumer relationships in other countries (McMaster & Wastell, 2005). The narrative of the research – “successful” or “unsuccessful” diffusion – does not leave room for certain events to be considered success stories (e.g., potential adopters successfully defending themselves from outside intervention, or the diffusers themselves being changed or improved by the process).

4.3. Focus on the positive

Once the concept of innovations was associated with that of diffusion, it became easier to assume that all objects diffusing are innovative, thereby according a tacitly positive value-orientation to them and increasing without warrant their legitimacy. This ties in with the idea above, that often the target diffusing is backed or condoned by a powerful entity, which in itself is often enough to bestow a positive imprimatur on the object as well. Even the diffusion of the “poison pill” (Davis, 1991), while it carries negative connotations, was not only condoned but in fact encouraged and considered quite advantageous by powerful executives.

The normative implications of the positive valence of innovation find a ready-made and agreeable narrative in the larger culture. For example, when American firms created genetically engineered food, they followed a taken-for-granted assumption that these new products would diffuse and be globally welcomed as legitimate scientific innovations. These biotech companies followed the heuristic – “innovative = good product and automatic diffusion.” They presumed the positive value of their products and anticipated a positive reception and widespread adoption. It failed, however, for these assumptions were rejected by nations which were unwilling to accord legitimacy to bioengineered food products they deemed unhealthy. The global market rejected the normative presumption that these new products should diffuse and be adopted because their organizational sponsors represented them as scientific innovations. In addition to the European Union’s rejection of the “improved” seeds, much of the Asian market also prevented the successful diffusion of bioengineered rice by refusing to import or purchase it. These misplaced assumptions resulted in substantial financial losses to the organizations seeking to frame and diffuse their new products as legitimate innovations. Furthermore, the positive framing of diffusion means that when an item is not adopted, the “failure” is implicitly grounded in the non-adopters, and not the system of diffusion or item diffusing (Havens, 1975).

Another example of a product promoted as a positive innovation that did not diffuse as expected occurred when infant formula was exported to third world countries which lacked the necessary infrastructure for it to be successful (McGrath & Zell, 2001). A few scholars have recently pointed out that diffusion might not be supported by potential adopters, and might not be beneficial or innovative in nature (Henisz et al., 2005). Rogers, in an interview, offered a quote illustrative of this phenomenon, “Sometimes diffusion has helped to cause the problems, which leads to another round of problems where it’s usually more difficult trying to get people to undo what they were earlier told to do…” (McGrath & Zell, 2001). In his memoir, Rogers even acknowledged personal experience with the phenomenon, related to the innovative (and breathtakingly expensive) self-propelled combines Iowa farmers purchased in the 1970s, which both allowed much vaster areas to be farmed while simultaneously creating pressures for all farmers to purchase combines and expand the size of their farms. Many purchased these combines with credit, and went bankrupt during the Farm Crisis of the early 1980s – this innovation ended up forcing tens of thousands of farmers out of farming (Rogers, 2008).

4.4. Focus on expansion of scale

The empirics of diffusion studies had been well thought-through and validated for the phenomenon they
were initially intended to describe and predict – that of the diffusion of innovations from person to person. But these empirics have been forced to shift in order to accommodate the larger stages across which these larger scale innovations must move. As well, studies have begun to look at the diffusion of objects in an inherently different manner from the original idea of an “innovation”, while retaining the legitimated framework of the diffusion of innovations in order to study these objects. The most nebulous object examined in early diffusion studies was “news”, or “opinion” – for example, the knowledge of a certain event, or the liking of a particular product. While somewhat troublesome to pin down, these things were still passing from person to person on an individual level. More recent studies have examined the diffusion of markets, governmental systems, and other objects diffusing across a much larger milieu (e.g., Meyer, Boli, Thomas, & Ramirez, 1997; Strang & Macy, 2001).

Thus, when examining markets or other government-sponsored programs diffusing across the world through the lens of diffusion studies, our perceptions are altered by that very lens. The programs and markets are treated tacitly as innovations, and thus as good things which should spread. Yet while the diffuser of an object may see, or have framed, that object as an innovation, the potential adopter may not agree. It is possible for a country to have expended serious effort to ensure that it is not forced to adopt these markets or programs, or that once it has adopted them they will not succeed (Hirsch & Rao, 2003; Scott, 1990). For example, during the Czech Republic’s Velvet Revolution, when state-owned enterprises were being privatized to “spur efficiencies,” the new regime refused to pass a bankruptcy law, thus preventing the newly private companies from being able to break labor contracts and reduce payments owed suppliers (Hirsch & Rao, 2003). Obviously these countries see markets not as innovations that will benefit them but as something detrimental that must be avoided.

The increasing size of the “innovation” focused on by diffusion studies has moved the stage across which the object diffusing is studied into the area of worldwide systems – diffusion between countries and continents. This trend, combined with the pairing of the terms “diffusion” and “innovation” in the field of management, has resulted in an unexpected phenomenon. Diffusion studies that have entered into the political arena do so with a prescriptive bent that is increasingly beneficial to whosoever manages to frame what they wish to diffuse as innovative. These actors are also often those with the most power.

5. Summary and implications for the field of management

Diffusion studies often carry the implicit assumption that what is diffusing is innovative, and therefore positive. This creates a dangerously prescriptive subtext that does not allow for varied or conflicting views of the value of the object being diffused. Obscured, too, are the influences that cause something to be labeled an innovation in the first place. Diffusion studies also bear the mark of their inception in the assumptions they make about the uniformity and singularity of both agents adopting and objects or practices diffusing. This causes the true complexities of adoption – the way in which practices and programs are often modified, misunderstood, or only partially adopted – to go overlooked.

In this paper, we have detailed the way the plot associated with the concept of diffusion influences the discourse of research, from what problems are considered appropriate topics for study, to the empirical methods and assumptions used in examining those topics. We began by noting that biases in the plot of a concept can influence what gets studied and how, and that these biases can be explained by the contexts from which concepts have been introduced into the field, influenced by the historical process through which research genres come about. We next elaborated the key historical contexts the concept moved through that led to the current ready-made package of methods, conceptual choices and valences associated with it today. We used these contexts to understand the historically situated choices that were made, driven by researchers’ pragmatic concerns, which brought the concept to its current form. When we examine research from this perspective, we explore how words and concepts evolve and are enacted in an ongoing cycle.

This approach to research streams in the management literature has value far beyond its application to diffusion studies. It has the potential to provide a solid grounding for future analyses of the plots followed by additional concepts and the sensemaking behind them. A field with multiple paradigms, which allows variety within each paradigm, benefits from an increased scope and the potential for greater innovation. It is less likely for a multi-paradigm field to become divorced from the contexts it studies. While an individual approach or study may suffer from a particular blind spot, or a predilection for a particular bias, a multiplicity of approaches leaves the larger field inoculated and stronger. Researchers are left aware of more possibilities in their field.

Takeaways from this study fall into two broad areas – the field level and the level of individual scholarship. At the field level, we suggest a multiplicity of approaches is beneficial, that a thousand flowers be allowed to bloom. We favor a multi-paradigm field. While the health of the field requires a certain amount of investment in ensuring a common standard of language and expectations, we feel it is possible to go too far. Absolute success in this endeavor reduces the field to a hegemonic paradigm in which all research suffers from the same biases and reproduces the same blindspots. Conversely, we agree with Campbell (1969) that organizational scholars should look outside of their immediate discipline and engage with neighboring ones. Greater engagement between subgroups in the field would aid in cross-pollination of ideas, critical evaluation of blind spots that would otherwise go uncommented upon, and the potential for innovative pairings. A broad vocabulary of methods and concepts should be fostered. Just as biological diversity strengthens an ecosystem, a diversity of methods and concepts strengthens the field. With a multiplicity of approaches, the field will be well-equipped with a subset of researchers situated to take advantage of any new opportunities or technologies that
arise. It will also be able to self-correct before its biases grow out of control.

D’Andrade’s (1995) concept of “agenda hopping” offers an avenue for exploration. Agenda hopping occurs when practitioners defect from the orthodoxy of their given field and embrace a new agenda. These practitioners do not attempt to reinterpret old work into the new agenda (as in a Kuhnian paradigm shift), but rather simply begin to engage with an entirely new set of problems. While agenda hopping can be marked by unnecessary attacks of the orthodox view, it may be possible for the two camps to co-exist peacefully, and perhaps bring about a cross-pollination of ideas that could aid both agendas.

A second set of takeaways applies to individual scholars. It is important to make ourselves aware of the contexts in which we form and perform our research, for only in this way can we become aware of how they influence how we make sense of our theories, methods, and analyses. Weick (1996) suggests that we must drop our tools, and the authors agree. By regularly engaging with new theoretical, analytical, and empirical tools, we prevent ourselves from entrenching within a limited viewpoint. If we understand how our own ideas have been influenced by the historical contexts in which we work and the tools which we use, the door is opened for innovative approaches that explore areas previously undiscovered, or considered undiscoverable.
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